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And talk?
With love to nature Inoculation from forty degrees of happiness From the song words can not erase
and of Pushkin's fairy tales Come on Just beat Hell Clinton Who likes Steven Seagal Blessed are those
who believe in what got One stroke trinadtsatiy pobivahom Princess word Sex dolls in the near future
will be not only more realistic but also smart. In 2017 the American company Abyss Creations plans to
launch an innovative series rubber women RealDoll. According to the fancy of the manufacturer Matt
Macmullen the sale will be dolls for adults endowed with a semblance of artiﬁcial intelligence. Men
with new silicone friends will be able not only to implement their intimate fantasies but just to chat.
And by the way not only about sex. The myth of the wronged by fate ladies about what males and
only one have dispelled completely. If enterprising developers Abyss Creations decided to make a
talking sex dolls then this is no accident. This demand creates oﬀer. Probably in the spiritual
closeness of lovers inﬂatable girls need no less than close to sexy. Macmillan demonstrated the
process of communication with the girl asking what she wants not full-size model as a computer
program that will invest in the robot. I have a lot of desires. I want to become a real person with a real
body. I want to know what love is. I hope to become the world's ﬁrst sex robot doll said from the
monitor screen. Abyss Creations will create in fact almost the perfect woman. A robot with a chiseled
ﬁgure and ultra make-up will not only ﬂawlessly to fulﬁll any of his immodest desires so to say partner
but also to maintain conversations on a variety of topics. The beauty of such a life partner will never
fade no wrinkles or cellulite it will not be forever. It does not threaten any headaches at the wrong
time nor insidious PMS. And developers are certainly still available to smart doll never fussed feminine
because of the age-old nothing to wear how to lose weight and all men are bastards. A real lady of
ﬂesh and blood may have a serious silicone rivals. Jokes jokes but in Italy the well-known case of
adultery with a sex doll. 48-year-old señora from the province of Mantova caught her husband in bed
with inﬂatable mistress and ﬁled for divorce. Negligent family court was convicted of dissolution of
marriage and ordered him to pay the former spouse and alimony and compensation for moral
damages. Rubber homewrecker Italian pair cost only 30 euros. Realistic same prostitutes with
artiﬁcial intelligence will be valued much higher at about 10 thousand dollars. In the present
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